DIS Flash Series

Di 980
The DIS Flash series is a revolutionary flash system combining
the standard and macro flash in one single unit.
Currently available in Canon ETTL II and Nikon iTTL dedicated system, the Di980 offers precise flash photography that is able to utilize
the main controlling unit as the standard flash for long distance flash
shooting and at the same time, macro ring attachment can be
easily attached for macro photography. When combined together,
this unique flash system will work automatically cover a wide
distance from 0.05m to 15m.
During normal flash photography, the Di980 works in TTL function
which works seamlessly with dedicated DSLR cameras in which
lighting is exposure is completely automatic. 4 different zoom
positions are incorporated to ensure lighting is directed evenly at
various focal length and bounce/swivel features enable users to
take special effect flash photography or flash correction in difficult
lighting condition.
When macro flash photography is required, the macro ring
attachment can be easily attached to the main controlling unit and
lens thread. Unlike other macro flash which utilizes two standard
flash tubes to achieve macro lighting, the macro ring attachment
incorporate a circular ring tube to achieve even, well defined
lighting for the slightest details on subjects such as jewelleries,
flowers,insects, dental, forensic etc.
Features at a glance
- Dual function for standard and macro flash photography
- Macro ring attachment can be easily detached when not in use
- IBGT fast recycling, high precision flash output
- Macro ring utilize circular ring tube for even and natural lighting
- Autofocus assistance beam in low light shooting
- Bounce, swivel and zoom construction
- Power saving 3 minutes auto standby
- Macro ring attachment fits 52mm, 58mm and 67mm filter threads
- Compatible with all camera functions including EV control, red
eye reduction and second curtain synchronization
- Light confirmation indicator
- Low Trigger voltage

Technical Specifications:
Standard Flash		

Macro Flash

Guide No			
30m/99ft			

Guide No
14m/46ft

		

Circuitry: IGBT

Angle of illumination		
28mm-85mm		

Angle of illumination
50mm and above

Automatic TTL Range (F2.0)
1-15m / 3.3 – 50ft		

Automatic TTL Range (F2.0)
0.05-7m / 0.17- 23ft

AF Assistance Beam		
1-8m / 3.3 – 26ft		

AF Assistance Beam
-

Flash Duration
1/700 sec (Full Power)
Color Temperture
Daylight 5600K
Bounce Angle 		
30-45-60-75-90		

Bounce Angle
-

Swivel Angle		
Left 60-75-90-120-150-180
Right 60-75-90-120-150

Swivel Angle
-

Dimension (mm)		
70 x 50 x 170		

Dimension (mm)
92 x 25 x 115

Power saving: 3 minutes
Recycling Time
Almost instantly (Automatic mode)
4-6 sec (Full Power)
Power Source
4 AA batteries (Alkaline, NiCd or NiMH)
Total Weight (g) 290
Trigger voltage <6v
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